Single-domain antibody-nanoparticles: promising architectures for increased staphylococcus aureus detection specificity and sensitivity.
Because antibodies are highly target-specific and nanoparticles possess diverse, material-dependent properties that can be exploited in order to label and potentially identify biomolecules, the development of antibody-nanoparticle conjugates (nanoconjugates) has huge potential in biodiagnostics. Here, we describe a novel superparamagnetic nanoconjugate, one whose recognition component is a single-domain antibody. It is highly active toward its target Staphylococcus aureus, displays long shelf life, lacks cross-reactivity inherent to traditional homologue whole antibodies, and captures a few dozen S. aureus cells in a mixed cell population with ~100% efficiency and specificity. We ascribe the excellent performance of our nanoconjugate to its single-domain antibody component and recommend it as a general purpose recognition element.